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Content
Analysis

Sociological Methods

The study of texts (written
documents, films, TV etc.).

Quantitative

Qualitative

A chart developed and used to
collect data systematically when
an analysis is being carried out.
Content Analysis may be a
primary method that involves the
use of secondary data.

Grid

Content analysis
generally involves
using a primary
research method to
analyse secondary
data (data that, in
some respects,
already exists).

Example: Counting the number of
column inches given to activities
that focus on men as opposed to
women - or counting the number of
times men and women are pictured.
A more complex analysis might
involve analysing data in terms of
the prominence given to different
stories featuring men and women.

Types
Advantages

Reliability
Conceptual
The use of standardised
frameworks (the grid) means
data can be replicated and
checked fairly easily.

This type of analysis focuses on the
concepts or themes that underlie
media products (such as adverts that
encourage consumerism).

Patterns
Relational

Themes and patterns to behaviour can be
uncovered through relatively simple
quantification. Recurrent themes (such as
women being associated with housework)
in complex forms of social interaction can
also be identified using this method.
Example: Hogenraad’s (2003) computerbased content analysis searched historical
accounts of war to identify key recurring
themes that signify the lead up to conflict.

Relational (or Textual) analysis
examines the way texts encourage the
reader to see something in a particular
way (a preferred reading). The way text
is constructed “tells” the audience how
to interpret the information presented
(without appearing to do so).

Disadvantages
Reliability

Decoding

Content analysis involves
making judgements about the
categorisation of behaviour.
The researcher, for example,
decides what categories will
be used for analysis and must
judge which forms of
behaviour fit which categories.

Content analysis doesn’t
tell us much about how
audiences receive,
understand or ignore
(“decode”) media themes.
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Secondary Sources and Methods
“Secondary sources” involve the
researcher using data that already
exists. That is, it has been
produced by someone other than
the researcher currently using it.

Reasons

Practical

Methodological

The use of secondary sources of
data help the researcher to save:

Secondary source data may be a necessity for:

Historical research.

Time
Money

Effort

It can be unnecessary or
impractical to create some forms
of data (using primary methods)
when such data already exists.

Example: Aries (“Centuries
of Childhood”, 1962) used
historical evidence (paintings
and documents) to support
his idea that childhood was a
relatively recent invention.

Sources

Comparative research

Example: Durkheim (“Suicide: A
Study in Sociology”, 1897) used
comparative data (suicide statistics
from different countries) to test his
idea that suicide had social, as
opposed to psychological, causes.

Newspaper articles
Books
Films / TV / Radio
Magazines
Personal documents (such as letters and diaries)
Historical documents (such as treaties and agreements)
Official documents (such as government reports and statistics)

In Britain, for example, the
government collects and freely
distributes a huge amount of
statistical data each year.

The research of other sociologists
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Documents can, for our purpose, have
two levels of meaning - a literal meaning
(what they actually say) and a
metaphorical meaning (what they tell us
about the hopes, fears, beliefs and so
forth of whoever produced the document).

Types

Documents

Official

Organisational

Individual

Government
agencies and
departments

Private companies
and organisations

Personal
documents

Official Reports,
Court reports

Newspapers (local
/ national), film,
magazines, books,
Church records

Letters,
Autobiography,
diaries, Biography,
oral histories

Documents may be
incomplete,
inaccurate or reflect
personal biases

Cost

With secondary
documentary data there
may be uncertainty over
its source. Both
electronic and paper
documents can be
forged and we need to
know whether they are
originals or copies.

Comparison
Reliability

The researcher gets
access to data that
would cost an
enormous amount of
money, time and effort
to collect personally.

Historical documents
and analysis can be
used for comparative
purposes comparing and
contrasting, for
example, differences
between the past
and the present.

Authenticity

Advantages

Disadvantages

Control
Availability
Documents can provide
secondary data in situations
where it’s not possible to
collect primary data (about
things that happened in the
past, for example).

Validity
Documentary evidence may
provide qualitative data of
great depth and detail.
Diaries, for example, provide
extensive details about people
and their daily lives. It is also
possible, at times, to compare
accounts across time to test
the validity of current accounts
of social behaviour.

The media, on the other hand, can be a useful source
of contemporary data. Some newspapers carry
reports, analysis and comment on relatively up-todate social research. The Internet is also an
increasingly useful source of secondary data, through
the development of search engines such as Google.

When considering data
authenticity we would have
to consider its credibility as a
source, how representative it
is and the purpose for which
it was originally produced.
With secondary sources it is
not always easy to ensure
data is reliable, authentic or
representative.

Credibility
We don’t always know who
created a document or why
they created it. In other words,
we can’t always be sure if the
document is a credible source.

Representativeness
We need to know, for example, if they are simply
one individual’s view (such as a diary) or whether
they are representative of a range of views.
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Two main sources of official
statistical data in Britain.

Official statistics are a major source
of secondary quantitative data. It’s
useful to note ideas relating to
official statistics can also be applied
to other forms of statistical data.

Sources

Government Departments
Example: The Department
for Education and Skills

Statistics

Government Agencies
Example: The Police

Governments produce demographic data to inform
policy-making (how many teachers we will need in 10
years time, for example) and for information / accountability purposes (for example. how much is
spent on defence or schooling each year).

Disadvantages

Advantages

Cost
The researcher does not have to
spend money (and time) collecting
data because it already exists.

Validity

Trends
Availability
Using data drawn
from different years
it’s possible to see
how something (such
as educational
achievement) has
changed. Patterns of
behaviour can also be
identified using
statistical data
collected over a
number of years.

Official statistics, apart from
not providing any great depth
or detail, may have validity
problems associated with
what governments include (or
exclude) from their published
data. In other words official
statistics may only give us a
partial picture of reality.
Examples: Crime,
Unemployment or Disability
statistics.

Official statistics may be
the only available source
in a particular sociological
area, such as historical or
cross-cultural analyses.

Comparison

Statistics can be used for inter-group and crosscultural comparisons where this kind of
information may be too expensive and timeconsuming for the sociologist to collect personally.

Definitions
Definitions used by governments may not be the
same as those used by the sociologist. Governments may also change the definition of something (what counts as “car crime”, for example)
over time. This may create a reliability problem.

Interpretation
Although quantitative data is
normally seen as more objective
than qualitative data, the
significance of any data has to be
interpreted by the researcher (to
decide what the data means) - and
this involves subjective judgements.
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8 marks

Exam Questions

Identify and briefly explain two advantages
to sociologists in carrying out their own
primary research “rather than relying on
secondary sources of evidence”

8 marks
Identify and briefly explain two reasons
why the sociologists should treat official
statistics “critically and with great care”

20 marks
20 marks
Examine the problems
some sociologists may
find when using secondary
data in their research.

Examine the uses of different kinds of
secondary data in sociological research.

20 marks
Examine the reasons why
sociologists might use
personal and historical
documents in their research.

20 marks
Examine the advantages and disadvantages of official
statistics as a source of data for the sociologist.
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